1. Join two slightly bent pipes together (Fig. A). Then attach both end legs (Fig. B).

2. Assemble both black fiberglass rods and insert them into the metal base.

3. Thread one sleeve over a fiberglass rod and loop the white cord over the top of the rod.

4. Pull the other fiberglass rod inward to thread the other sleeve over it. Then attach the white cord.

5. Hook the lower elastic loops around the posts at the base of the frame.

6. Connect the black hooks at the top of the strike zone to the red loops in the upper corners of the net.

7. Hook the elastic loops from the strike zone onto the posts at the base of the frame.

8. To adjust the height of the strike zone target, slide the plastic adjusters on nylon tape up or down.

!! WARNING !!
- Please use adult supervision and follow the instructions when setting up and using the net.
- Regular use or abuse will eventually strain the netting and may break it.
- Do not stand behind the net.
- This net is not intended for personal protection.
- This net deflects fast moving objects, so people should be at least ten (10) feet away.

PRIOR TO USE
- Inspect the netting and frame for damage or wear.
- Make sure the frame and net are assembled away correctly and on a flat surface, at least ten (10) feet from structures and vehicles.
- The user should be positioned directly in front of the net.
- Failure to follow these precautions could result in serious injury or damage to property.